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Review Problems

1. There are 100 points on a circle. Find the number of di¤erent

a) line segments these points determine. c) 5-sided polygons these points determine.

b) triangles these points determine.

2. How many licence plates are possible if a plate consists of two letters (out of 26) and a four-digit
number (can not start with zero) if

a) repetition of letters and digits is allowed.

b) repetition of letters and digits is not allowed.

3. The complement of an angle is 5 times the angle. Find the angle.

4. a) We placed $1000 in a bank account with an annual simple interest rate of 7%; compounded
annually. How much money do we have in the bank after �fty years?

b) We placed $1000 in a bank account with an annual compound interest rate of 7%; compounded
annually. How much money do we have in the bank after �fty years?

5. We borrowed $3500, for three years, with a simple annual interest rate of 9%. Seven months
after the borrowing date, we make a partial payment of $1000: After an additional year, we make
another partial payment of $800. How much do we have to pay back at the end of the three
years?

6. The number of particles has increased by 150%. If there is now 3 750 000 particles, how many
were there before?

7. Susan really wanted to go to the conference! She hoped to be selected into the thrree-member
committee that will travel and represent the class. What is the probability that she will be
selected if her class has 28 students?

8. We pull three cards out of f1; 2; 3; :::; 10g ; without replacement. What is the probability that we
pull them in an increasing order?

9. A deck of cards has 52 cards, 26 red and 26 black. We pull three cards, without replacement.
What is the probability that all three cards are red?

10. A small town�s lottery is designed to select four numbers out of 35: If we buy one lottery ticket,
what is the probability that we win the grand prize?

11. We randomly select a �ve-digit number. What is the probability that none of its digits is 7?

12. We asked 220 students about the TV shows they watch. Among these students, 130 watch The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart, 128 watch The Colbert Report and 140 watch BBC News. 93 watch
both The Daily Show and The Colbert Report, 82 watch both The Daily Show and BBC News,
and 81 watch both The Colbert Report and BBC News. 67 watch all three shows.

a) How many students watch neither of these shows?

b) How many students watch only The Daily Show?

c) How many students watch exactly two of these shows?
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13. How many di¤erent seven-digit phone numbers are possible, if the �rst digit can not be zero?

14. We toss a coin seven times in a row. How many outcomes are possible with

a) exactly two heads? b) two or more heads?

15. An isosceles triangle has sides 13 ft; 13 ft; and 24 ft long. Compute its area.

16. Compute the distance bewtten (�5;�3) and (3; 8) :

17. Find the area and perimeter of the �gure shown below.

18. Find the volume of the cylinder shown on the picture below. r = 3m and h = 7m:

19. Consider the pyramid shown on the picture below. Dimensions are in centimeters.

a) Compute the exact value of h:

b) Compute the exact value of H:

c) Compute the volume of the pyramid. Present your answer as an approximation, accurate up
to four (or more) decimal places.
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20. Find the radius of the circle if AB = 26 cm and BC = 24 cm

Review Problems - Answers

1.) a)
�
100

2

�
= 4950 b)

�
100

3

�
= 161 700 c)

�
100

5

�
= 75 287 520

2.) a) 262 � 9 � 103 = 6084 000 b) 26 � 25 � 9 � 9 � 8 � 7 = 2948 400 3.) 15�

4.) a) $4500 b) $29 457: 03 5.) $2396: 26 6.) 1 500 000 7.)
3

28
8.)

1

6

9.)
2

17
10.)

1�
35

4

� = 1

52 360
11.)

52 488

90 000
=
729

1250
12.) a) 11 b) 22 c) 55

13.) 9 � 106 = 9000 000 14.) a)
�
7

2

�
= 21 b) 27 �

��
7

0

�
+

�
7

1

��
= 120

15.) A = 60 ft2 16.)
p
185 units 17.) P = 25: 424 778m A = 44: 137 167m2

18.) V = 63�m2 � 197: 920 337m2

19.) a)
p
288 cm b)

p
252 cm c) V = 761: 976 4 cm3 20.) 10 cm
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